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00:07 Mary Schwartz: Okay, I'm just watching the numbers slow down and not click up as fast on 

our number of attendees. So welcome, let's get started. Thanks for joining us today on this, our 

normal monthly call. Now as just a few housekeeping reminders, we have you all muted. If you 

need to get in touch with us, please use the Q&A pod that is there to the right of the presentation 

slide. We will be recording this. We will post that to the System Admin Hub. It takes usually about a 

week to get that recording posted. We will answer as many questions as we can today on this call. 

We're kind of thinking it's going to be a little bit wild west out here, right? Not sure, because 

everybody's dealing with a little bit of craziness. We know that. So we're here to answer as many 

questions as we can through that Q&A pod. Whatever we are not able to answer today, that will go 

through the AAQ desk we'll ask you to submit an official AAQ question. We have some data on 

AAQs later in the slides, just to assure you that we are looking at those and answering them and 

sometimes we can't give you an answer on this call, for your really good detailed questions, and we 

need you to go through the HMIS AAQ desk to get a full answer. 

 

01:38 MS: So the way to do that is go the HUD Exchange and make sure that you're choosing “My 

Questions Related to HMIS” in the AAQ part of HUD Exchange. I did want to acknowledge our 

participants and presenters on this call with me today. We have Fran Ledger, from the SNAPS 

office. Brian Roccapriore is here from Cloudburst, Meredith Alspaugh from The Partnership Center. 

I am Mary Schwartz with Abt Associates. And not mentioned on the slide and they should be is our 

friends at C4 Innovations, Melissa and Harvey, I'm sorry, and Lee, are here on the phone as well, 

and helping us absorb any of those tech support issues that you're having with audio or what have 

you. So first and foremost, top of everybody's mind today is the HUD update in regard to some of 

the work that HUD is trying to do in response to COVID-19 and a few other updates that Fran has 

for us. Take it away. 

 

02:47 Fran Ledger: Thank you all for joining us. I know that you guys all have a lot of work. 

There's a lot of different things going on right now. I wanted to be able to provide you with some 

general information that we're making sure that we get out to all of the CoCs, make sure that you 

haven't missed it. The top two pieces are the main landing site for HUD's COVID-19 information, 

the first link that you see there. And the second one is a really great webinar that was recorded. It 

includes... So it includes Norm Suchar and some folks that are specializing in infectious disease, 

and specifically are focused on COVID-19. So I think if you haven't seen it, you should go 

definitely take a look. It is probably a week old, but I think really important. 

 

03:42 FL: We are getting a slew of questions, emails, calls, regarding guidance on data collection 

related to COVID-19. So I'm going to talk about that for a few minutes. HMIS has been around for 

a very long time and communities during disasters, or events have used it. And it's been used both 

for natural disasters like hurricanes, flooding, but it's also been used when there's been issues 

around infectious disease, more commonly like Hep-A outbreaks. But there's a lot of people that are 

trying to figure out how can we use HMIS in this situation. And so HUD is going to be releasing 

some guidance hopefully later this week or early next week, for communities. This guidance is 

being pulled together by folks that have a lot of experience in HMIS and also infectious disease, and 

specifically are working on COVID-19 response. So we hope that you'll find that very informative 

and helpful, and then we would also like to pull together Office Hours and allow communities to be 

able to share what they're doing. 

 

05:00 FL: We'll put that information out on the Hub. So be on the lookout for that information. We 
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don't have anything for you today, but hopefully soon. I think it's also important to know, just so 

you don't get too concerned, HUD is not planning to require any data collection around this, but we 

just want to put out some guidance to be helpful. I know there's a lot of people doing a lot of stuff 

right now around this. So let's go ahead and talk a little bit about... Very important because of what 

we're experiencing, we're doing some adjustments to the reporting deadlines and so we also got a lot 

of questions coming in about, can there be delays to the coordinated entry go-live date? And there's 

also concerns for us around the HIC PIT submission date. So what we've done is we've gone in and 

looked at the timeline that we've produced. 

 

06:03 FL: I think we did that like maybe last month. So we revisited that. We just pushed this out 

earlier today, maybe an hour or two ago. And so what this is showing you is the HIC and PIT data 

submission into HDX, that completion date has changed. So be aware of that and then at the very 

end you'll see a paragraph there, and it is describing to you that the start date or the go-live date is 

now pushed to October 1, 2020. That means the first Coordinated Entry APR report with this data is 

due October 1, 2021. You may have some questions around, what does that look like? We're still 

working to get that all figured out, but that's the information I can share with you today. We'll share 

more information on upcoming system admin calls. 

 

06:55 FL: I also want to let you know, as far as LSA work goes, that is continuing on track. Our 

LSA technical assistance folks are continuing to work with vendors and that work will keep moving 

forward. If there's a need to slip some of these other timelines, we'll revisit that in the future. But as 

of right now, you'll see the LSA dates remain the same on there. And then the last thing I want to 

talk about before I move on is something that was also impacted by COVID-19, which was the 

Spring 2020 NHSDC HUD co-sponsored event. So you all received an announcement, maybe 

announced two weeks, a week and a half ago, that that conference has been cancelled. And what 

we've done is that, it's basically all of the content that was developed is going to move to Spring 

2021. 

 

07:55 FL: It is the same city. It is even the same hotel. You should have just maybe received 

information. If you're registered for that conference, you should have just received information 

about how to handle the registration, asking you some questions about that. If you haven't, you'll 

receive some information soon. I included on the slide also some information for the fall conference 

coming up, and some information about the spring and the spring date. Do want to let you know 

that we feel very strongly that the content of the spring conference that was cancelled was really 

important for communities. We want to make sure that that information is available to you. So we're 

looking at doing some different ways of getting that content to you. We haven't worked out all of 

the ways that we'll do that, but we're doing that in collaboration with NHSDC, looking to maybe 

partner and produce the HUD content and maybe some of the community content, and make that 

available to communities. 

 

08:58 FL: We also are trying to balance that against the very real and important things that are 

going on in your lives and how you're focusing your work on some other stuff right now, to make 

sure that you guys have being responsive to the needs around COVID-19. So I also wanted to let 

you know that. Those are the NHSDC and the other timeline information I have to share with you 

today. I see some questions coming in and I'll work my way through those. And if there's any that 

anyone wants to bring up, I can respond to them. Okay. I think that's it, Mary. 

 

09:38 MS: Thanks, Fran. Yeah, I don't think anything in particular has come up that needs to be 
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verbally addressed right now, but why don't we move over to Meredith, and we'll keep going 

through these questions, and let Meredith do the technical updates, and show us the new Sage stuff 

going on, and then we'll let you know, Meredith, if anything comes in that we want to kind of 

verbally raise. 

 

10:07 Meredith Alspaugh: Okay, thank you so much. Hi everyone, hope that you're all hanging in 

there. I know that you're all pretty swamped probably right now, I feel your pain. Want to do just a 

couple of updates here, some pretty minimal updates. But we did post updated CE APR 

specifications to the Hub, both I believe for the vendors and for the Sys Admins, just adding 

additional clarity around the client universes for the different questions within the Coordinated 

Entry APR. So we know some of you all presented some questions and then we have some 

questions from the vendor, so hopefully that's all been clarified and you can review those updated 

specs. Also, want to talk just briefly about the APR and CAPER reporting in general. 

 

10:57 MA: We've found, through the YHDP collaborative dashboard, specifically which we're 

going to take a look at here in a second. We've found that there are still some issues with folks' 

APRs, so there are specifically some examples where we knew... We found out, unfortunately, that 

the Point-in-Time Count questions in the APR, so like 7B and 8B, were coming out incorrectly. We 

don't have a validator in Sage that tests for those questions. So, unfortunately there was data coming 

in through APRs that were missing very important pieces of data, we didn't realize that was 

happening until we started looking more carefully at how that data was being reported in the context 

of the collaborative dashboard. Now, hopefully... We talked to the vendors about this. They've, I 

think addressed this issue, but I wanted to raise it to you all also, to make sure... 

 

12:02 MA: Because I know you all are testing APRs. I know you're testing CAPERs and you're 

going and uploading them into Sage to make sure they work, but I want to encourage you to take 

sort of a deeper dive, look at those APRs to make sure that they're actually reporting correctly, to 

make sure that questions that shouldn't have zeros, don't have all zeros. Make sure, especially in the, 

I think it's 23C, I think is the exit destination question where the calculation of positive housing 

outcomes is done. Take a look at those. We've seen some strange configurations of how some of the 

vendors are categorizing some of the exit destinations. And, again, Sage isn't validating the 

accuracy of those numbers per se, it's validating totals of people. So at the end of the day, if that 

total number served in that table validates the Q5A, that's good enough for Sage, but we know that 

might not actually be accurate or good enough for you. 

 

13:03 MA: So just want to push this plug out there so that you are looking at your APRs more 

closely, that you're encouraging your users to look at their APRs more closely, to make sure that 

they are coming in accurately. So again, we've reached out to the different software providers that 

we know had issues, but obviously, there's tens of thousands of APRs that get submitted and we 

don't do quality checks on every single one that go into Sage. So we can't check all of them, but 

again, the ones that were very obvious and that we knew were issues, we have addressed with the 

vendors. So I know some folks on this call have seen the YHDP collaborative dashboard. We did 

show some of the round one communities some of this information, but we wanted to make sure 

that everyone was aware that this is happening and familiar with it. And as the rounds two and three 

YHDP communities start submitting data, we will start opening up this dashboard to more and more 

folks. 

 

14:06 MA: So we just wanted to sort of give you a preview of it, let you see what's happening out 
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there and see the impact of the data that's going into Sage and where that's really important in these 

collaborative dashboards. Okay, so, ready to switch over. Give me just one second, I want to make 

sure... Okay, looks like you can see my screen here. I can't see anyone. So Mary, please chime in if 

something's awry. Okay, so the YHDP collaborative dashboard is a standalone new project in Sage. 

Like I mentioned a minute ago, currently, it's only around one communities that have access to the 

dashboard, but we do intend to continue to grow the access to the dashboard as more YHDP 

communities start reporting their data, as more YHDP communities are identified through the 

funding processes, there will be more and more data. This dashboard is using information from 

Sage and it's updated every day. So it's pulling in round one information at this point as well as CoC 

APRs. 

 

15:29 MA: So we're not just looking at YHDP data, this collaborative dashboard is giving us an 

opportunity to compare YHDP data to CoC data at this point. So this isn't intended to be the end-all-

be-all decision maker. This is a limited scope of some of the youth-specific data, but it also is going 

to help communities start having conversations about ways to make improvements in their 

community, continue doing things that are working, be able to evaluate what's not working, build 

out more questions, don't make any assumptions. And really, again, just have the opportunity to 

look at your data in a way that it's not been able to be visualized at least in the context of Sage and 

with the HUD programs specifically. So when you log into this project, you first will see the map of 

the country and you'll see where all of the different YHDP rounds are or which communities are 

receiving YHDP funding. And when you click on those specific communities, for instance. Well, let 

me find a round one. There we go. 

 

16:43 MA: So this is Grand Traverse, Antrim, Leelanau County CoC. So this is telling you the 

location, how much they were awarded and then we pulled in some census data just to inform 

communities, again, about how many youths are actually in that geographic area. So about 18,000 

in this particular community. And again, you can click on multiple different sites just to get a little 

more information about these communities. Also, on this front page, and you'll see this throughout 

the rest of the dashboard, we break down folks in a variety of different ways here. So we've got a 

single community looking only at the youth served in the YHDP projects, we also have this single 

community looking at youth served by all CoC projects, and then everyone in the whole CoC. So 

including folks outside of that 18-24 age range for the youth. And then we look at that the same way 

at the national level as well. 

 

17:51 MA: So, let's dig in just a quick little bit here, we're not going to go too far into all of these 

but I wanted you to at least see some of this information. Okay, so we've got the housing outcomes 

tab here first, and the first thing that you can do with this dashboard is you can look at a particular 

annual operating year. Obviously, we only have one year in here at this point. You can select a 

specific community or you can leave it at All YHDP projects. We don't go down to the individual 

projects, specific projects, we do go to project types in some of the different screens we have over 

here on the left, but we don't go any further than just generally a project type. So we're just going to 

look at all YHDP projects and then you can compare it to everyone served in the CoC program 

nationally or youth served by the CoC program nationally. So we'll look at a youth served by the 

CoC program. And then you can see these tables here are comparing YHDP projects to youth served 

in the COC programs. So this is pulling in data specifically from those APR questions. 

 

19:05 MA: So this is pulling in information from that Q23C exit destination, showing where people 

are going from these different projects, or if they're maintaining their permanent housing, if they're 
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currently in a permanent housing project. When you hover over them, then you're able to compare... 

You actually see the percentages of the outcomes of those different projects. So, on this page we 

have positive housing outcomes, we also look at unit utilization information... Actually, I picked a 

bad one here, because we don't break down beds specifically by age in the APR. So let's look at it 

this way. So we can look at occupied to available, and compared to proposed, housing proposed 

compared to use. So again, this is why that information that's coming in through the APRs and those 

point-in-time count questions, as well as what's being entered into Sage, for the number of occupied 

and available beds. That's where this information is so important to make sure that it's accurate. 

Because people are looking at this in real time and evaluating projects, and starting conversations 

based on the data that we're seeing here. 

 

20:24 MA: So there are some interesting things to learn when you're comparing the two different 

funding sources for housing outcomes. I also want to quickly touch on the supplemental data form 

and if you have YHDP communities or sites in your community, this might be sort of familiar to 

you, it's based on the YHDP supplemental tool. And the supplemental tool uses... It's a way for 

projects to be able to report on those additional data that they're collecting that are beyond the scope 

of a typical CoC program. So like the [21:02] ____ data elements that folks are collecting. And this 

table then distributes that information, it's broken into basically demographic information, and then 

outcome information. So you can look and see, in my project, or let's say all of these projects, there 

were 748 LGBQ youth served. And if you want to then scroll over and look at outcomes, how many 

had permanent connections at exit? I clicked in the wrong... So you've got 308 then that had 

permanent connections at exit. 

 

21:41 MA: So it's going to give you that breakdown of, again, those demographics and then those 

different outcomes data as well. And there's a couple of tables here with some additional 

information. And then we can move... Excuse me... Into financial information. Give it a second to 

load. We're also using the financial data from the APRs in Sage and comparing a couple of different 

things, so we're looking at dollars per positive housing outcome on all expenditures, so we're taking 

the entire grant and dividing it out by positive housing outcomes, we're looking at dollars per 

positive housing outcomes limited just to housing expenditures. And again, similar to the other 

pages, we can compare YHDP to everyone served by the CoC program or we could compare, I 

think it's just everyone, actually, we don't have that breakdown here. So you're looking at everyone 

in the CoC. 

 

22:47 FL: We also then have the ability to look at spending in general. So this is showing total 

amount of funding that's been contracted as compared to actually been dispersed. So you can see 

this comparison here with the YHDP funding, that there's 24 million that has been contracted and at 

this point, about 7 million dispersed. We also have education and income outcomes for YHDP. We 

heard a lot of feedback from the communities that income wasn't the only goal that young people 

are working towards, they're working towards improving their school status, whether that means 

attending school regularly, completing a GED or high school diploma, whatever that might be. 

We're capturing that information in this chart here, also. So we can see in all of the projects, how 

many had a positive school status at exit, how many increased their income at exit. And we can 

again look at this by different communities, we could look at this by different project types. This 

data is all demo data, also, so don't make any assumptions based on anything you're seeing here, it's 

not necessarily accurate. 

 

24:09 MA: So yeah, so you can see these different types of tables, and breakdowns of this 
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information. And then finally, there's the equity page, where in general, I think equity has been a 

huge point in conversation with HUD and the different federal partners and working with folks, 

specifically in the YHDP world, we have had some really unique conversations and got a lot of 

good information about what they're hoping to see as it relates to equity. And this page is taking just 

a second, but we have a couple of different ways that we're looking at equity, we're looking at 

equity and access. So looking at the percentage of people in CoC and YHDP projects that identify 

with one of these demographic characteristics and the frequency in which they're being able to 

access these projects. And then we're also looking at equity and outcomes, we're not focusing on 

more equitable homelessness, we want to have more equitable outcomes. 

 

25:17 MA: So this has been again is looking at the percentage of people who met an outcome that 

were identified as youth or white... I'm sorry, youth of color or white. So comparing here, white 

youth who completed the project compared to youth of color, who completed the project. We've got 

the same table then, for equity by ethnicity, equity by gender, and then equity by sexual orientation. 

So again, this is really kind of a transformative way of looking at some of this APR data and 

looking at this YHDP data, and it just takes me back to that last slide we were just looking at, right? 

This is possible because of the data that we're getting in Sage, and so it's so critical to make sure 

that the data that's coming into Sage is accurate. And it's complete. So, again, I just wanted to put 

this out for folks. We can go back to not sharing my screen. I think that was all I want to show over 

here today, but I just want to, again, reinforce, it's so important to have that good quality data so that 

we can have these types of dashboards and communities are able to look at their data in a new way. 

 

26:38 MS: Thanks, Meredith. A couple of... You have a few questions in your inbox now when 

you're done talking, maybe you want to address those, but just as a summary, the questions that we 

had rolling in while you were talking, people were confused why they might not have access to 

Sage or not know anything about Sage in their roles as HMIS leads. So I think that generally the 

answer is you'll have access to Sage, if it's your responsibility in your community to upload APRs 

for your HUD program. So if that dashboard information that Meredith shared wasn't relevant for 

you in your role, definitely, you could share this recording with other folks in your community, who 

do use Stage and they would benefit from that presentation. 

 

27:26 MA: Yes, definitely. And so again, just to reiterate, currently there's only folks with round 

one, have access. But the people in round one, it does consist of the actual project recipients that 

have access to this, as well as the YHDP lead. I do believe we gave the HMIS lead access also, the 

CoC lead, and then other members of the youth advisory or youth action boards, whoever was 

relevant in that particular community to have access. If you feel like this is something that you 

should have access to and you're a round one community, I would encourage you to talk to your 

YHDP lead about having access to this. For those of you that are round two or three, or maybe 

future recipients, you will go through a training process when it's time for your communities to start 

actually submitting APRs and there's actually data for you to view in Sage, you'll go through a 

training process that will teach you how to access it and do a more thorough review of all the data in 

there too. 

 

28:28 MS: And again, it's only for YHDP grantees, right? And not for all grantees?  

 

28:32 MA: That is correct. 

 

28:33 MS: So if you're YHDP, you're seeing the dashboard, if you have access to Sage for YHDP 
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uploads. But any of the other grants that has to go through Sage aren't seeing the same dashboard. 

 

28:45 MA: Yeah. Okay. 

 

28:49 MS: Awesome. We're going to move right along to some AAQ data for you. And we will 

continue to answer questions as they arise. But basically, this is the last six months of HMIS AAQ, 

it's been mostly data standards. Coordinated entry obviously had a little bit of an uptick and then 

we've had a lot of APR questions  and including some of the stuff Meredith went over in her session 

today. But for the most part, we continue to address data standard related AAQs from you. I wanted 

to share this with you, too. It's one of the regular tracking points we watch and we look at it across 

not only the HMIS desk, but CoC desk and ESG, HMIS tends to have one of the better response 

rates and this is just the number of... Each month, the number of questions that come into the HMIS 

desk, so new, submitted in that month, versus answered in that month. 

 

29:54 MS: It's not necessarily that they were submitted and answered in the same month but just 

the sheer count of numbers that we're getting in, and numbers that we're pushing out with answers. 

So we want to see that rate at or above 100%, which means we're addressing things at a good clip, 

and we, again HUD looks at this, Fran wanted us to talk a little bit about, give you a little more 

transparency in the AAQ, is there reasons that it might take longer to answer a question, and we 

can't answer it as fast. And it would be because it's kind of new guidance or something new needs to 

be thought about to provide you the best answer possible, if the question you're submitting is 

something we already have an answer to, we tend to turn that around pretty quickly. 

 

30:43 MS: And we, Brian and I are your main people answering questions, and we are trying to be 

super fast there, so just wanted you to know that it is worth your time to submit those AAQs, 

especially if... Right now, things feel kind of uncertain and weird, it's a great resource to try and get 

things resolved. And we're just going to go through now, Brian and I, share these screens, these 

slides through, the next couple slides, some of those frequently asked or often asked AAQs that we 

are getting over the last couple months. Brian?  

 

31:19 Brian Roccapriore: Yeah, so thank you, Mary. The coordinated entry questions are certainly 

coming in more and more often now that we were approaching the 401deadline. I imagine they'll 

drop off for a little bit with the new deadline getting pushed out a little bit, but a lot of what we've 

gotten so far are questions around, who needs to submit the Coordinated Entry APR? And that is 

just the CoC coordinated entry SSO funded grantees are the only ones that are required to submit 

the new Coordinated Entry APR. And that doesn't mean that that should stop other communities 

from using the new data elements, they're just the only ones that are going to be required to submit 

that APR in 2021, when that comes around. 

 

32:00 BR: For everybody else, you can continue to use whatever data systems you have in place for 

your coordinated entry systems, the Coordinated Entry Data Management Guide can help you 

figure out exactly what that looks like in your community. In terms of back data entry, the guidance 

around that has not changed, there is going to be no back data entry requirements for coordinated 

entry, when it does go live. And what that means is that you're not going to have to enter anything 

that happened before the go-live date. So if you have people who are active in your system who had 

events or assessments happen before the go-live date, you won't have to enter those but you will 

have to enter everything that happens on or after the go-live date. During the affinity groups back in 

November, there was a bunch of different coordinated entry systems outlined and how that data 
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collection flow might happen. Those links are available right here and it'll be available on the slides 

afterwards, if you need them and can't find the slides, you could always submit an AAQ, but they 

outline a number of different scenarios on how the coordinated entry data gets collected. 

 

33:08 BR: A few more points on coordinated entry. Fran touched on this earlier, we had been pretty 

staunch about the deadline of 401, but there has been a whole new world in the last couple weeks 

and being responsible to everybody that got pushed back to October 1st. You can thank HUD for 

that one. The coordinated entry projects being funded privately, with no state or HUD funding, are 

they still required to submit an APR? No, if your system is privately funded, you don't have to 

submit that APR, but again, that shouldn't stop you from using and making some good use of the 

HMIS data elements that are available to you and the back-entry data questions in there a second 

time. So again, I'll repeat that there is no back entry data collection requirements for coordinated 

entry data elements before the go-live date. 

 

33:58 BR: Got a couple of questions in the box today about victim service providers and the 

Coordinated Entry APR. A couple of situations are coming up a few times, where there is a one 

coordinated entry grant that is sub-granted to a victim service provider, and in that instance, there's 

going to be two different CSVs that get uploaded: One from the victim service provider's 

comparable database, and one from HMIS. So that data would be combined and then uploaded 

together. If there are any specific questions you have on your system, I don't know, this doesn't 

cover all instances. The AAQ desk is there for you, as Mary just showed, we're doing an okay job of 

getting those questions turned around in a reasonable pace, so please avail yourself to that, if these 

did not cover your specific situations. And Mary is going to pick up on our new guidance on project 

types in HMIS. 

 

34:57 MS: Oh, great, thanks. So we often have questions come in about project types. This one isn't 

very new, but we do have some new guidance around Project Transfers on the next slide. 

Basically... And we want to get your questions so that we can add it to our knowledge base and it 

also informs our data standard changes in years to come if we're seeing something needing a 

specific project type, because it's being asked over and over and over again, that can often add to 

our... What we need to think about in future data standard changes. But for the most part, if you are 

asking what a project type should be, we often, the answer is just we leave it up to the community to 

determine; if it's not specifically defined, if it's not clearly emergency shelter or transitional housing 

or permanent supported housing, something that exists and is defined quite clearly in the data 

standard, it's often up to the community to determine what project type best reflects that project. 

 

36:00 MS: So we've linked you here, just a reminder. The manual does describe each project type 

really clearly to help inform your decision, and then sometimes it's your funder or grant agreement 

that would help you determine what the project type should be, because that could help you figure 

out which data elements are required for that funder. And that might, you might be able to back into 

the right project type. And just for your information, we've had people talk about Moving On 

initiative, Host Homes, Pay for Success. These are all things that we haven't been able to determine 

a specific project type for, it's often up to the community to determine that. So, we laugh sometimes 

that our AAQ answers are sometimes non-answers, but a lot of the time, we are just referring you 

back to the standards we've been able to get solidified. And then a lot of it is community choice. 

 

37:00 MS: So what is the new guidance though that we've come out with? So Project Transfer, we 

have some updated information there that now if you submit an AAQ about Project Transfers, the 
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answer will be a little more, I guess, thorough, in terms of what the different options are. Before we 

used to say, each situation is unique, really, so you need to talk with your vendor about what's 

possible for Project Transfers, or merges, or fund source changes or all the consolidations that might 

go on locally. Kind of like up to you to determine what's possible, locally. Now, we kind of have a 

more... I think it's a little more helpful for you guys. The options are laid out a little more clearly, 

and includes HUD preference, for the order of preference for what you would explore each of these 

options. So if you can administratively move whole records from one project to another, and not 

have to do a project start or a project end for each client record, that's what HUD would prefer. 

 

38:13 MS: So that kind of administratively moving from one project to the next, while maintaining 

that project and all the clients that were served in the terminating project, maintaining their data 

from the start without any kind of arbitrary break is the preferred option. And then next in the order 

of preference would be to reassign a project using the PDDE so that you just pick up a single 

project and move it from one organization to another, again, maintaining the longevity of the client 

records in that project. Option three, and this is something... I think this is what our guidance led a 

lot of people to, previously, and so we're just again, clarifying that it's lower on the preferred list, 

but if you have to, if there's no administrative move or reassigning you can do the project from one 

organization to another, or it's cost-prohibitive, or you've got some feedback from the vendor that 

it's just not at all possible. 

 

39:21 MS: Then a project exit and then a project start. Project exit from the terminating or ending 

project and a start of that client into the next or surviving project, that would make sense. And then 

in the answer you would get from the AAQ, if you ask this question, it does a lot of explanation 

around what to do with the different data elements, like for example, we know how, we know the 

date needs to exist between the project start and project end, whatever enrollment you're in. So we 

try and give you the information to accurately record this kind of arbitrary start due to a transfer or 

merge and to also always make sure that you have documentation in the client file as you're doing 

that option three. 

 

40:17 MS: Option four, which is new, we've never said this before either, you could just leave the 

project alone and keep using it even though it stopped. If it makes the most sense for you locally 

when you've examined all of the different options, you would just continue to have two projects in 

HMIS operating at the same time, that may be an option that you explore. And we, again, never 

really put these options out there before in this way that identifies first to last, the order of 

preference in which they might be deployed. The fact that it is a local decision and up to you as 

HMIS leads to work with your vendors and your grantees, and understand what the different 

reporting requirements are using HMIS, that still is the case, you might need to just examine all 

these things and figure out what's best for you locally. But this is new Project Transfer merge 

guidance that is emerging, if you submit these questions to the HMIS AAQ. 

 

41:31 MS: Also, this is a good example of where questions might take longer for us to answer 

because a lot of things bubble up at once and we used to have a stock answer for something, but 

now something's changed on the reporting side or on HUD's side, and we now hold onto a bunch of 

questions that are all on the same topic as we know, we're creating new guidance and then once we 

have that answer, everything can go out. It just depends on how easy the answer is, I guess. 

 

42:04 MS: So the last one and then we'll just have lots of time for questions. We talked about it on 

this call, a couple of months ago, we put together a more detailed document that explains... That's a 
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one-pager with a big table with lots of words in there and explains the difference between reporting 

versus recording for RRH bed inventories and people count and occupied and available and point in 

time versus LSA and just covered a ton of information. Because RRH bed guidance is so hard 

sometimes to get your mind around when you're thinking about recording your inventory in HMIS 

versus reporting what you need to report on the HIC. So what we've found is that trying to be more 

detailed and thorough in the explanation has in some ways, caused people to think that something's 

changed about the HMIS manual language or the PIT HIC guidance. And we just want to point out 

that the detailed guidance is meant to be complementary and more detailed but does not change in 

any way the HMIS manual instructions. 

 

43:25 MS: The manual is where the instructions for recording HMIS inventory, bed inventory in 

HMIS across all the project types that exist and the HIC PIT guidance that is released in prep for the 

HIC PIT data collection periods each year, is where it talks about reporting your RRH bed 

inventories. So if you are reading what was meant to be a helpful addition to the words around RRH 

in the form of that one page, new resource and feeling like, "Well, that's not how we've always been 

doing it," or "That's not how it's supposed to be done," or "That's not what the HMIS manual says," 

that's not the case. And we intend you... When in doubt, look to the HMIS manual and the PIT HIC 

guidance for the real instructions and think of that extra document as supposed to be helpful, wasn't 

meant to be confusing or add problems for books. 

 

44:32 MS: So now that I've gone over all those, I imagine, I haven't looked at the questions at all, 

Meredith and Brian, but are there any verbal things we should address?  

 

44:45 BR: Sure. So if you want to go back to the four option, there is a question about how would 

option four work in regard to when the APR is due?  

 

44:56 MA: Do you want me to take that, Mary or... 

 

45:00 MS: Yeah, please. 

 

45:01 MA: So the thought with that would be, if you had two projects, let's say you have two PSH 

projects set up in your HMIS and for whatever reason you're not able to merge them into one 

project, you should be able to generate the APR in your system by selecting both projects and 

running the APR on both projects for the date range required for your APR. So based on our 

conversations with vendors, this is something that everyone can do, this is something we know, I 

think everyone is doing now. When you have sub-recipients and you're generating an APR, you're 

picking up all of those different projects when you're running the APR to deduplicate in the system. 

So it's that same kind of process. 

 

45:47 MS: Thanks, Meredith. We also are going to continue to think about inventories and how it 

impacts things, these different options and hopefully it can... It's like each one has a different 

implication too on your bed inventory. The answer right now says like you need to pay attention and 

make sure you're putting end dates on projects  and that kind of thing, but... But we hope to 

continue to refine it. 

 

46:31 MS: Anything else, Brian, you're seeing that kind of speak to you? I can pull up things that 

are... 
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46:36 BR: Sure, does this order of transfer merge preference still apply when one agency's grant is 

ending and another's is beginning. For example, when the second agency did not have a grant active 

at the same time as the first agency, and is taking over sole data entry responsibilities on the specific 

date?  

 

47:01 MS: I think you're talking data... I mean, grant consolidation per the CoC. Does that sound 

right? And that guidance is actually more specifically, option one is the way to go there. 

 

47:17 MA: Yeah. I kind of read it and maybe I'm misunderstanding it, too. But I kind of read it as 

agency A has a grant, agency B does not have a grant, and so agency A gives their grant to agency 

B, and now agency B has a grant. In that case... 

 

47:33 MS: Oh, I see the question. 

 

47:35 MA: Yeah, in that case, there's not really merging of grants, it's transferring one grant to 

another. I see you shaking your head Mary... or maybe I'm misunderstanding your question, Scott?  

 

47:49 MS: No, you're right. No, you're right. No, you're right. 

 

47:50 MA: Okay, so... 

 

47:51 MS: I mean, so the grant is being taken over by a project, by a different agency, basically. 

The grant is being absorbed. 

 

48:00 MA: Yeah, Scott confirmed that. 

 

48:00 MS: I don't think that changes our order. So if the question says the order of transfer merge 

preferences still apply or change at all in that situation, it doesn't... We're going with this as the 

preferred order from... I'm going to say, almost any situation you can come up with, right? We're 

going to probably give you that. But again, it's up to you to figure out locally what works best for 

your community, but here's the order of preference for you to tackle. And that's why we say 

transfer/merge. I mean this question kind of... This answer applies to all those different scenarios we 

see rolling in through the AAQ. Somebody asked if the DV... Back to your questions, Brian, turn the 

focus on you and the CE question. 

 

48:58 BR: Nice. 

 

49:00 MS: If the DV has a CE grant, do we submit an APR for HMIS, too? So if CE... If a HUD 

funded CE SSO project is strictly DV and is in a comparable database only, would HUD expect 

APRs from both the comp database and HMIS for that one CoC CE grant? I'm looking at either 

Fran or Meredith. I'm not sure I know that answer. 

 

49:32 MA: Yeah, so I know that answer. So HUD wants you to report on your entire... 

 

49:37 MS: Yay. I'm not the best one to talk... 

 

49:39 MA: HUD wants you to report on your entire CE system, regardless of who the recipient of 

the grant is. So if the VSP, if the victim service provider is the recipient of the grant, HUD still 
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wants to know about the entirety of coordinated entry system in that CoC. Similarly, if the CoC has 

a recipient that is a typical, I don't know 211 or something, when they submit the APR, HUD wants 

information about the HMIS side of it, as well as the VSP side of it. So and I think we added this, I 

just went and checked, we added it to the FAQS last month because I believe this question came up 

last month and we were able to get an answer from HUD after the call. So there would be an 

expectation that there would be two CSVs uploaded and attached with that APR. The VSP CSV, 

could I say any more letters that sound the same? And the HMIS CSV would each be added to that 

APR submission. 

 

50:44 MA: And I saw, just to tack onto that, I saw someone noted that they have multiple VSPs in 

their CoC and would they need to upload multiple like a CSV for each of those VSP recipients? Yes, 

that would be the expectation. But if you have more questions about that or have anything else you 

want to add to that, please submit an AAQ. That specific question about there being lots of 

comparable databases in our system hasn't actually come up to HUD to my knowledge. So maybe 

submit that one in an AAQ if you have more on it. 

 

51:29 MS: Okay. 

 

51:31 MA: I can go ahead and answer the 22E question also. 

 

51:34 MS: Please do. 

 

51:35 MA: And I can... 

 

51:35 MS: Thank you. 

 

51:36 MA: Yeah, so this question has come up several times in different contexts and I've been 

answering in the AAQ or in the chat log, but I just want to make sure that we're all in the same page 

with it. So in 22E, there is a question about length of time prior to housing, length of time homeless 

prior to housing, and it uses data from 3.917. And HUD recognizes that there are circumstances 

where people will not have an Approximate Date Homelessness Started and there's very legitimate 

reasons for that. They might be coming from a two-year stay in a transitional housing project or 

they might be moving from one PH project to another PH project for a specific reason. In those 

cases, when there is not any data in that Approximate Date Homelessness Started field, those clients 

are going to be reported in the Data Not Collected row. HUD knows this. HUD is aware of this 

issue. They have, I believe they... I think Fran, maybe has said this on a prior call even, but I know 

that HUD has put that answer in the AAQ that you would not be held accountable, it's not viewed as 

a negative per se in this context. HUD recognizes that some people don't have Time Homeless 

Before Project Start because of the project they're coming from. If you're concerned about that, or if 

you're getting pushback on that for some reason, please do submit that in an AAQ so you can have 

an official answer, but the answer is that no, you won't be penalized. 

 

53:19 MS: Okay, I'm going to quickly scroll to the end of the PowerPoint, because they give 

some... Always. When we post the PowerPoint, you'll be able to get to any of these resources. 

Somebody just complimented us on the Interactive HMIS Data Standards Tool. So, yay, thanks. We 

think it's great too. 

 

53:38 MS: And don't forget, when we post up to the Hub we'll send out an announcement, but you 
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always go to the Resources tab and find the monthly webinar archives, that's where most of the stuff 

we post to the Hub goes these days. Our next meeting is April 15th, that would be a month from 

now. We also think, like Fran said in the beginning, we're going to use the Hub to announce the 

upcoming Office Hour call on COVID-19 and HMIS-specific stuff around that. And you've made it 

all the way to the end, so you get my joke of the day, which is, what do you call Aquaman's friends 

who didn't show up to his party? Fish flakes!  

 

54:27 MS: I like Fran's face best. I wish I could see all your faces. Please hang in there everybody. 

Be really, really safe and take care of yourselves. I know everybody's saying that, but we're all in 

this together and just be well. Be safe. Thanks for doing the hard job you do. We appreciate it. 

 

54:47 MA: Absolutely. 

 

54:49 BR: Thank you, everyone. 

 

54:50 MS: Take care. 

 

54:50 FL: Bye. 

 

54:51 MS: Thanks. 
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